
welcome
BUFFETS
CATERING & INSTITUTIONS
BANQUETS

Designed to cope with varying traffic and presentations, all items in the Welcome range offer multiple layouts which 
allow easy organization for buffet presentations. Monoblock, each piece guarantees a high resistance to chips thanks to 
the reinforced handle which runs along the edge, providing easy handling and ensuring perfect stability once stacked.

MODULARITY
Multiple options available:
• dishes and bowls fit together nicely, allowing for perfect stackability
•  different heights allow for sleek, flexible presentations
•  stacked on top of the bowl, the shallow dish enhances smaller 

quantities at the end of service

ELABORATE DESIGN
Innovative ’skirt’ around the rim:

• provides great grip for easy handling

• allows perfect stackability
•  offers a surface to describe the content

ORIGINAL AND MODULAR 
For use as a plate or a lid, oven dish or bowl; the oblong individuals in the Welcome range are as versatile as they are unique. A practical 
size for individual portions, they can be stacked for self-service buffets. Filled with cold or hot contents, they can easily be arranged in rows 
without wasting space. Place the dish directly on the plate to serve hot at the table or use as a lid to ensure that the contents remain hot.

The first solution to successfully blend
sleek design, modularity and sturdiness!

The brand new buffet concept -  contemporary and versatile!

www.eh-usa.com

foodservice@eh-usa.com



gastron
CATERING & INSTITUTIONS:
CORPORATE, HEALTH & EDUCATION
DELI COUNTERS, GROCERY STORES

www.eh-usa.com

Extremely functional and resistant ceramic has been designed for intensive use in high traffic 
buffet environments. Perfect for hotels, universities, and hospitals. Gastron® allows warm and 
cold presentation in self-service settings and emphasizes food in all standardized equipment.

All items in the Gastron® range resist to low (-20°C/0°F) and high temperatures 
(+250°C/490°F). You can be confident that you are using dishes which are thermal resistant 
in cold liaison and which will retain the heat in hot liaison. All items can move from one 
temperature to another without being damaged.

Each Recton® produced by Emile Henry passes a test to check its dimensions and that the sides are perfectly straight. All 7 sizes conform to the norm 631.1 to 
ensure that they can be exchanged without problem, fit inside one another, and are perfectly straight and stackable.

Guaranteed GastronormGuaranteed Gastronorm

Thermal resistanceThermal resistance

Emile Henry’s HR ceramic® is an excellent diffuser and maintains cold for 30% longer than plastic containers. The temperature is evenly and rapidly diffused over 
the surface, and the food remains fresh and appetizing, even on the surface.

Maintains temperatureMaintains temperature

*available in 100 mm depth
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The specific design of the Bolons® ensures mechanical resistance on the upper edge. It does not chip and your bowls remain presentable for longer.
Resistant to mechanical shocksResistant to mechanical shocks
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